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Abstract
Although traditional search engines can retrieval thousands or millions of web links
related to input keywords, users still need to manually locate answers to their information
needs from multiple returned documents or initiate further searches. Question Answering
(QA) is an effective paradigm to address this problem, which automatically finds one or
more accurate and concise answers to natural language questions. Existing QA systems
often rely on off-the-shelf Natural Language Processing (NLP) resources and tools that are
not optimized for the QA task. Additionally, they tend to require hand-crafted rules to
extract properties from input questions which, in turn, means that it would be time and
manpower consuming to build comprehensive QA systems. In this thesis, we study the
potentials of using the Community Question Answering (cQA) archives as a central building
block of QA systems. To that end, this thesis proposes two cQA-based query expansion
and structured query generation approaches, one employed in Text-based QA and the other
in Ontology-based QA. In addition, based on above structured query generation method,
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Since the invention of digital computers, electronically stored information has grown ex-
ponentially and has covered human knowledge in virtually all aspects. For instance, the
World Wide Web (WWW), as a gigantic warehouse of information, meets a wide range of
information needs. However, the explosive growth of WWW also increases the difficulty
for users to efficiently acquire the demanded knowledge from scattered pieces of informa-
tion. Although modern search engines can quickly provide user plenty of web links related
to input keywords, users still often have to spent plenty of time on locating the precise
information they are looking for. Clearly a new paradigm is wanted to allow more natural
and more immediate access to their answers.
Meanwhile, making computers to understand human language gradually becomes possi-
ble with Natural Language Processing (NLP) technologies. Large collections of annotated
corpus, user generated content, and structured knowledge are recently available to NLP
researchers and massively enhanced the NLP abilities. Supported by the vast power of
modern computers, NLP technologies now enable the Information Retrieval (IR) to shift
its input from keywords to natural language questions, and shift its output from piles of
related documents to concise answers.
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1.1 Question Answering
The task of Question Answering (QA) is to find specific and concise answers (usually in
form of phrases or sentences) to questions posed in natural language. For example, a QA
system can accept natural language questions like “Who is the first president of United
States?”, and attempt to output the exact phrases or sentences expressing the answer
“George Washington” based on its information sources such as a collection of web pages.
QA dispenses with unnecessary user interactions with typical search engines and web
pages and is able to offer brief description of answer, which ideally serves the information
needs better on interaction restricted environment such as Short Message Service (SMS).
With regards to the input, it accepts natural language questions rather than query syntax,
which makes it easier to use for the casual user and might better suit the voice-activated
information retrieval tasks. The human language nature of its input question and answer
sentence makes QA systems a effective choice to help achieve cross-language information
retrieval as well.
Depending on different sources of knowledge, QA systems can be categorized into mix-
tures of following three types:
• Text-based QA systems, which retrieval answer text snippets from one or more free
text documents (e.g. Internet web page).
• Ontology-based QA systems, which query answer entry from structured knowledge
bases (e.g. expert domain knowledge).
• Community QA systems, which refer archived answer by linking input question with
previous answered questions in datasets (e.g. Online Community QA site).
The next few chapters will introduce characteristics, components, and standard workflows
of above three kinds of QA systems.
1.2 Question Analysis
The Question Analysis component is commonly the first step of all kinds QA systems.
Intuitively, if question analysis module can not provide enough information from question,
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the following components are less possible to discover correct answers to respond input
question. Therefore end-to-end accuracy and recall of a QA system is very sensitive to the
quality of its question analysis part.
The ultimate goal of question analysis is to interpret from plain text question sen-
tence into the meaning of the user’s inquiry. Although fully modeling semantic meaning of
natural language sentences is one of most difficult problems in the field of artificial intelli-
gence and also known as one of AI-Complete [62] problems, existing QA systems partially
interpret user’s intention by generating features from input question.
In Text-based QA systems, constructing keywords extension is commonly a must-have
task in question analysis module. Given question “Who is the wife of Bill Clinton”, if the
IR module wishes to retrieval passages like “Hillary Rodham married Bill Clinton at their
home in Fayetteville, Arksansas.”, the question analysis component is responsible to feed
IR module with query keyword extension (wife OR married OR spouse) AND Bill Clinton.
In Ontology-based QA systems, information is store in structured knowledge bases with
certain scheme, and is only accessible by structured query corresponding to the schema.
Therefore, the question analysis is primary in Ontology-based QA systems. It is responsible
to parse and understand the natural language input and map it to structured query in
format such as Sparql [59].
To produce richer feature set for Question Analysis, researchers in Question Answer-
ing community already introduced a wide range of Natural Language Processing (NLP)
technologies to Question Analysis task, including Named Entity Recognition (NER)[49],
syntactic and semantic parsing [23], coreference resolution [53], semantic role labeling [63].
Additionally, new features also were created specifically for better interpreting Question
intention, such as UIUC Question classification [36].
1.3 Motivation
As mentioned in previous sections, the ability of understanding natural language question
fundamentally differentiates Question Answering paradigm to keywords based search en-
gine. However, there is still tremendous room for improvements in existing QA system to
parse and model semantic structure of input question.
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State-of-art QA systems often adopt off-the-shelf NLP tools and resources to generate
bags of features without much tunning. Various features can be generated by these NLP
tools to express the question such as pos-tagging, keywords query with extension, term
weighting, semantic roles, named entities, and syntactic trees. Nevertheless, these NLP
tools are built for general purpose of analyzing sentence structure and are not optimize
for the QA task. For example, input sentence “where is MIT” should be extend to query
pattern “locate in”. Sometimes hand-crafted rules or manually labeled data are added
to QA systems to further improve question analysis ability. However, it makes the QA
systems expensive to construct and hard to export to other domain schemes or languages.
When human provide an answer to certain question in natural language form, the
intelligent gap between the question and answer pair is worth exploring for automatic
question answering task. Therefore, this thesis investigates, designs, and implements two
applications to learn from community answered question-answer archive to understand the
semantic intentions of natural language questions.
1.4 Contributions
The work of this thesis explores possible ways of making use of user-generated content in
Community Question Answering (cQA) sites to implement automatic Question Answering
functionalities, especially the question analysis component.
Specifically, this thesis proposes, implements and evaluates two novel approaches for
automatic text-based and ontology-based QA tasks:
• A CRF-based passage extraction method is developed to explore the potential of the
cQA based Question Analysis module for text-based QA. The major contributions
are:
1. Discovering a new query expansion method based on cQA archive;
2. Designing a CRF-based passage extraction module to apply above query exten-
sions as a feature;
3. Showing how cQA-based query extension can improve the performance of pas-
sage extraction.
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• A complete open-domain ontology-based QA system is implemented with a new cQA
based training process for its question analysis module. The major contributions for
this part are:
1. Implementing a large scale question answering system to query in natural lan-
guage to structured knowledge base;
2. Inventing a new training method to learn mapping natural language questions
to structured query based on community question answering pairs;
3. A named entity recognizer with its dictionary is extracted from links in Wikipedia
articles.;
4. The normalization and scoring functions to rank and choose the best answer
among various kinds of generated queries;
5. Evaluation that shows this ontology-based QA system achieve high performance
on both answer results and speed.
1.5 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 introduces the background of this thesis including characters of QA system with
different knowledge source, state-of-art question answering systems, evaluation methodol-
ogy for question answering, and related question answering components and resources.
Chapter 3 discuss the basic observation and assumption in this thesis, and the following
thesis following this aspect to conduct research.
Chapter 4 deploys cQA resource to text-based QA task. It consider the problem of
extending the query keywords set for passage retrieval.
Chapter 5 describes full processes of a new ontology-based QA system, particularly the
training from cQA data and scoring methods to rank best answer.
Finally, chapter 6 concludes the thesis, and discusses future directions for applying cQA
resource for automatic QA task.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This chapter wishes to give the reader a grounding in the state of the art of Question
Answering (QA) research, and to identify issues that are addressed by this thesis.
2.1 Text-based Question Answering
Unstructured question answering systems normally integrate natural language processing
(NLP) with information retrieval (IR) to achieve QA functionalities. As shown in Figure
2.1, those QA systems employ an abstract pipeline architecture consisting of three compo-
nents: question analysis, information retrieval (document retrieval and passage retrieval),
and answer extraction. First, question analysis module is responsible for parsing the input
question, determine the type of question, and generate query keywords with extension and
constraints. Secondly, information retrieval module search documents and that contains
query keywords and matches other constraints. Finally, the answer extraction module anal-
ysis of the content returned from IR module then selects the most likely word, sentence or
passage to answer the question.
When a QA system accepts a natural language question, question analysis module needs
to parse this question and extract meaningful structured information (parameters) from
the input question for later modules. Question analysis module may parse grammatical
structure such as part-of-speech tagging, phrase structure trees, or grammatical relations
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Figure 2.1: A Basic Text-based Question Answering Architecture
(typed dependency) formats. In addition to grammatical parsing, question analysis module
could also be required to determine the type of the question and then the type of answer.
For example, it could classify ”how many” as numeric values question class such as the
classifier developed by Li and Roth [37]. Finally, question analysis module should extract
keywords and/or generate keywords’ extensions or other features from the input question.
Its purpose is to construct an effective query to retrieve documents or passages containing
related features as candidate answers. For instance, some modern QA systems may for-
mulate keywords with certain query syntax for its IR components, such as president AND
(United States OR America).
In open-domain question answering systems, based on the analysis [41] from Jimmy
Lin about the impact of the answer context, retrieving relevant paragraphs may have
better overall user experiences than both whole documents and word phrases. Therefore,
this thesis only considers passages (groups of sentences) as finer grained answers than
document. Passage retrieval is one of retrieval methods that aim to search compact text
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excerpts within documents in response to users’ queries. It generally involves extracting
proper passages from documents, and further ranking passages based on their relevance to
IR query. Given a query, it can either rank documents first then extract relevant passages,
or extract relevant passages from all documents then rank those passages.
2.1.1 Query Expansion
To help increase the recall rate of relevant documents retrieved by IR module, many kinds
of query expansion or constrain methods have been introduced to the QA field, which is
vital for those questions with few available extracted keywords to feed to IR module.
The most straightforward would be expansion using morphology derivations or syn-
onymy from WordNet [51]. Hovy et al. [24] and Greenwood [19] have shown improvements
of IR quality with restricted use of WordNet resources. Pasca and Sanda [55] manually
maintained a rule-based method to inserting morphology and lexical derivations of original
keyword. Lin and Pantel [39] present an approach in which questions are syntactically
paraphrased to more flexible answer matching. Similarly, Hermjakob et al. [22] reformu-
late the questions with semantic paraphrases, called phrasal synonyms, to enhance the
retrieval performance. Negri and Kouylekov studied how to account for syntactic and
semantic correspondences between questions and passages, by computing similarities be-
tween their respective syntactic trees [54] and an edit distance. Therefore, those query
expansion methods basically attempt to extend the original query by different expressions
with similar meaning in given context.
Beyond keyword similarity, several researchers have tried pre-processing the corpus and
matching question focus (e.g. “where”) to structurally annotated entities such as Lin et
al. [40], Bilotti [3], and the predicate annotation by Prager et al. [58]. In addition, Riezler
et al [60] do query expansions by translation based methods. Derczynski et al [16] has
tried identifying the difficulty of input questions and then inserting extra search keywords




Passage retrieval is a method that matches highly relevant paragraphs to the input inquiry.
Because it is able to discover those potential answers surrounded by relevant passages but
in irrelevant documents, the passage retrieval is widely used in text-based QA systems.
The concept of passage retrieval was first proposed by Salton [61] in the 1993 which
suggested applying certain strategy to identify that two text fragments is similar to each
other. Passage retrieval algorithm do match and sort passages related to inquiry. Some
classical passage retrieval algorithms retrieval and rank passage according to keywords fre-
quencies, such as MITRE [38]; Keywords densities are also take into consideration, such
as in MultiText [13], Site Q[34], and IBM [25]; Moreover, language model based algorithm
[42] to retrieval and rank passage. There is also many method in the field that tried to
retrieval passage with probability techniques. In [52], Mittendorf and Schanble considered
passage retrieval as stochastic process, which generates text fragments independent of any
particular query. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) was used to model this stochastic pro-
cesses. In [27], Jiang and Zhai thought most existing work tends to rely on pre-segmenting
documents into fixed-length passages which are unlikely optimal because the length of a
relevant passage is presumably highly sensitive to both the query and document. They
handled this problem using HMM-based method, which naturally the topical boundaries
between sentences that irrelevant to its neighbors. Melucci [50] presented a Bayesian frame-
work, the probabilistic technique, to implement passage retrieval from texts having a large
size or heterogeneous semantic content. The proposed technique is independent on any
supporting auxiliary data, such as text structure, topic organization, or pre-defined text
segments.
The passages themselves can vary in size and degree of overlap. A critical problem in
passage retrieval is to accurately locate the boundaries of coherent relevant passages in a
document, which is called passage extraction. The performance of passage retrieval relies
on accurate passage extraction [27]. In [8], the authors classified the existing approaches
of passage extraction into three categories: text block relativity [29], text segmentation
[9] and probability models [42]. Despite its importance, the passage extraction problem
has not been seriously addressed in existing work. None of the existing passage retrieval
methods was intentionally designed to achieve the goal of extracting passages that are both
query-dependent and coherent[27]. It is trickier to consider the dependency that exists be-
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tween chunks of texts (in this project, sentences)[8]. Khalid [31] compared the effectiveness
of several passage retrieval techniques with respect to their usefulness for QA. Their main
interest was the contribution of sliding passages as apposed to disjoint passages, and eval-
uated the retrieval approaches on two different QA tasks: factoid-QA and a relatively new
problem in the QA field: that of answering why-questions (why-QA). In [17], the authors
presented a graph-based model to represent the sentence dependencies. That model is a
generalisation of the Hits algorithm. The similarity function considers the structural simi-
larities. [66] concluded that neglecting crucial relations between words is a major source of
false positives for current lexical matching based retrieval techniques. The reason is that
many irrelevant passages share the same question terms with correct ones, but the relations
between these terms are different from those in the question. To address this problem, [14]
proposed a novel fuzzy relation matching method which examines grammatical dependency
relations between question terms to improve current passage retrieval techniques for ques-
tion answering. The authors employed Minipar to accomplish dependency parsing, and
presented a statistical technique for measuring the degree of match of pertinent relations
in candidate sentences with their corresponding relations in the question.
2.2 Ontology-based Question Answering
The rise of Semantic Web has provided a platform for users to generate and share knowl-
edge. In recent years, large structured knowledge bases, such as those in Linked Open Data
(LOD) [4], already contain billions of RDF (Resource Description Framework) [47] triples
and act as a rich source of information for diverse user needs. To bring the advantages of
these valuable data to casual users and further answer their questions, natural language
interfaces to access those knowledge databases are highly demanded.
Ontology-based Question Answering systems utilize knowledge stored in structured
data store. It also can been viewed as natural language interface to structured databases.
Unlike text-based QA which is typically agnostic to the text content of its data source, the
knowledge source of early structured QA systems were restricted to closed domains (e.g. a
geography database). However, with the recent emerge of Linked Data concept, DBpedia
data set [5], and commercial interest such as Google Rich Snippets1, huge amount of
1https://developers.google.com/webmasters/richsnippets/
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heterogeneous structured knowledge (metadata) is now available and opens new challenge
to utilize these structured knowledge to QA field.
The major task of structured QA is to generate proper structured database query based
on natural language input. With respect to input, many structured QA systems require
Controlled natural languages (CNLs) as input to enable accurate mapping from question
to predefined terminology and schema of data source. But easy to use and flexible natural
language input without restriction is obviously desired by casual users. Hence the Question
Analysis component of a ontology-based QA system significantly affects its usability. In
many large open-domain ontology-based QA systems, the problems of knowledge sparse-
ness, duplicity and incompleteness might exist in its knowledge base. For that reason,
answer selection is also needed to choose and validate the results returned from multiple
queries.
In fact, the research on accessing structured database with natural language was started
more than forty years. Since 1970s, William Woods built one of the world’s first natural
language question answering systems (LUNAR) [72] for two databases about chemical
analyzes and the literature references of moon rocks. The translation from question in
English to its database query language was done by a rule-driven ATN parser [71]. Soon
after, several other systems with larger databases or larger vocabulary were developed
such as LADDER [21] and TEAM [48]. Zelle and Mooney [74, 75] investigated learning
approaches, specifically learning to parse learning to parse into Prolog queries. These
work of Mooney focused on applying Inductive Logic Programming to generate semantic
grammar from examples in certain domain. Popescu et al. invented PRECISE [57, 56]
which guaranteed the correctness of its output by identifying natural language queries
that it can not fully understand.
Recently, the field of natural language interface to structured data focused on ontology
knowledge base, with large number of newly available ontology data. The task becomes
translating a natural language query into structured query language for retrieval answer
knowledge statements. Currently, the most popular query language is Sparql [59] for RDF.
Moreover, several question answering systems recently developed based on ontology knowl-
edge base. ORAKEL [11, 12] system introduced by Cimiano et al. rigorously parses input
using lambda calculus. AquaLog [44] and its successor PowerAqua [45] map question into
sets of triple text segments, matches to most similar ontology entities, and then generate
triple queries to find answer. Similar with PANTO [69] and Querix [30] are implemented
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with similar approaches as AquaLog, and cover geography, restaurants and jobs domains.
Damljanovic et al. desinged FREyA [15] system which emphasize user interaction and
feedback. However, these ontology-based QA systems are both close-domain and strongly
reply on vocabularies derived from ontology nodes and WordNet extension.
2.3 Community Question Answering
Community Question Answering (cQA) makes use of human intelligence to resolve ques-
tions. The major responsibilities of a cQA engine are retrieval archived answers for new
question and find different potential answerer for different question.
Based on the observation that same question might be repeatedly asked by different
users, preparing a list of question with answers (FAQ) has been a convenient way to share
knowledge since the early days of WWW. Recent emergenced Community-base Question-
answering services such as Yahoo! Answers 2 and the WikiAnswers 3 already accumulated
large volume user generated knowledge. For example, Yahoo! Answers alreay achieved
300 million questions 4 and more than one billion posted answers 5. Figure 2.2 shows a
example question and its best answer discussed on Yahoo! Answers.
Unlike text-based QA and ontology-based QA, the resources in cQA sites directly serve
the information need in natural language question form. Hence, when users query full sen-
tence queries which beyond the paradigm of simple keyword-document relevance, modern
search engines resort to display previous answered question from cQA site to help user
efficiently find answer. Si et al. [64] reported that 25% of Google’s search result first page
contain at least one link to Q&A sites in China.
Most research carried on cQA field mainly focus on effectively retrieval answers from
cQA archive, question intention analysis, and social interactions on cQA. Xue et al. [73]
and Jeon et al. [26] investigated the combination of translation-based model to compare






Figure 2.2: An Example Yahoo! Answers page shows a question with its best answer.
that the syntactic tree based question comparison achieves higher performance than bag-
of-word or tree kernel based. Cao et al. [7] suggested the category information can improve
cQA retrieval performance. Li et al.[35] and Bian et al. [2] tried automatically identifying
whether a question is personal or subjective. Liu et al. [43] and Jurczyk and Agichtein[28]
investigated ways of finding experts from users’ behavior in the community, which enable
forwarding unanswered question to certain experts in the community.
2.4 Evaluation
Text REtrieval Conferences6 (TRECs), organized by the U.S. National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST), has organized large-scale evaluations for QA systems an-
nually between 1999 and 2007. Each year, the QA task involves a new set of questions
6http://trec.nist.gov
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and answer nuggets that can be found in corpuses likes AQUAINT which contains approx-
imately 1 million articles in 3 gigabytes of text. Documents in those corpuses covering
archives such as Financial Times Limited, Congressional Record of the 103rd Congress,
the Federal Register, Associated Press Worldstream News, New York Times News, and
the English portion of the Xinhua News. All those answers submitted to the evaluation
and judged correct by evaluators can be also used to train and evaluate other QA systems.
Similar with TRECs, the Cross-Language Evaluation Forum7 (CLEF) in Europe orga-
nized evaluations in monolingual and cross-lingual QA since 2003. The Mooney GeoQuery
dataset [75] contains 250 questions and their structured logical expressions about United
States geography information. This dataset is extensively used to both train and evaluate





3.1 Question Topics and Focus
There are many possible perspectives to understand one natural language question. When
it comes to Information Retrieval, one of our duties is to find the most related objects from
large amounts of objects. It is naturally to see that there are questions that are easier to
be solved with the help of IR system, which have strong topic among the question. For
example, questions like “Who stared the movie Avatar?”. We could easily locate those
pages contain the answer for it by searching only keywords “Avatar”. While, a counter
example could be a question likes “What is the sum of 231 and 213?”. It is not likely that
the second kind of question could be answered by searching existing text in a corpus without
deep semantic understanding. Therefore, in this project, we consider those questions always
contain “topic”. Here, the “topic” is the major object in a question that represents the
users’ intention.
Several reasonable ways exist to discover the topic part from input question. We could
apply name entity recognition parser to detect name like word from the sentence. Using
grammatical parser like Stanford parser [32] to get proper noun as topic. Also, term
frequency also could employ as judgment for topic selection. It means that if some word in
the sentence has lower term frequency than others. This term tends to be in topic words.
On the other hand, the topic could also be user marked (human selected) as it did in the
TREC QA track from 2004 to 2007.
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After selecting the topic part of the question, we could get remaining parts as the
question focus. For example, in question ‘Who wrote the book Hamlet?”, Hamlet is the
topic and the else part can consider as the question focus. (Perhaps, we could continue to
divide the non-topic parts if the question is rather complex.)
As discussed in chapter 2, the passage retrieval modules is to locate the most likely
passage as the query described [6] . And, if we define the target passage T of our QA system
have the form XfrontAXbehind, where the A is the answer and X is the text surrounded
it. Then, the question answering problem could be considered as to generate the query
that matches X as much as possible. In this thesis, we attempt to design schemes and do
experiments to produce queries for matching the sounding text X.
Now we could consider topic part and focus parts separately when doing query ex-
pansion and retrieval. Intuitively, topic and focus parts act different when answering a
question. The topic part used to be more “fixed” or “discriminative” than focus parts and
highly likely should appear near the answer. While the focus part plays another role on
answers’ surrounding passage X, it may not appear in X but there should at least some
terms corresponding to focus part shown in X. Formally, we could simply define the target
passage T is a set of words contains {topic part, f ∗(focus), answer}, where f ∗ is a mapping
from focus part of the question to the corresponding words should near answer.
3.2 Three Classes of Question-Query Transform Func-
tions
Question answering is such a subset of IR problems that users want to retrieve the in-
formation that he doesn’t know. This indicates that the input question doesn’t likely
contains enough direct searching keywords for answer target. Question-query transforma-
tion could be employed as an important method to overcome this gap. With the topic and
focus perspective introduced above, we could therefore define three kinds of question-query
transform function at different granularity.
First, equation class function, is to find the extent words have the same sense of meaning
on the condition of the original question or only topic. This could be done by validating
each question word’s possible synonyms by fitting the original question or by checking high
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co-occurrence with topic words in corpus. Or as works did in [60] that using translation
based method to exam that whether the some replaced new word doesn’t change the
meaning (translation) of original question. For example, ‘Who starred the movie Avatar?”
equals to ‘Who is the leading actor of the movie Avatar?”.
Second, correspondence class function, is to find the corresponding keywords or sentence
pattern in answer’s context with the focus part of the input question. For example, the
“Who wrote the book *?” should correspond to keywords like “author”. This may be done
by off-line statistic or machine learning on the focus parts of the question in the question
answering community archive. This class of transformation is one major feature in Chapter
4.
Third, inference class function, is to find the meaning or concept highly close to the
topic parts, like abbreviation or an equivalent concept like “44th President of US→ Barack
Obama”.
After we obtain the query from the transformation function of the input question,
our attention moves to design passage extraction model to combine and match those rich
features of input question.
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Chapter 4
Extending Text-based QA with
Community QA
In this chapter, we preset a Conditional Random Fields (CRF) based model to implement
passage extraction.
4.1 Challenges
Let’s consider one example first:
TREC 2007 QA track data
Question Number: 239.2
Question: Who was the first host of Jeopardy?
Answer: alex trebek;Art Fleming
Example Text:
Jeopardy! is an American quiz show featuring trivia in history, literature, the arts, pop
culture, science, sports, geography, and more. There are also wordplay categories. The show
has a unique answer-and-question format in which contestants are presented with clues in
the form of answers, and must phrase their responses in question form. The show has
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a decades-long broadcast history in the United States since its creation by
Merv Griffin in 1964. It first ran in the daytime on NBC from March 30, 1964
until January 3, 1975; concurrently ran in a weekly syndicated version from
September 9, 1974 to September 5, 1975; and later ran in a revival from October
2, 1978 to March 2, 1979. All of these versions were hosted by Art Fleming. Its
most successful incarnation is the Alex Trebek-hosted syndicated version, which has aired
continuously since September 10, 1984, and has been adapted internationally.
The passages we look for can be of various lengths, which depend on different documents. In
this example, the correct answer is Art Fleming. According to our human-being reasoning,
we have to infer the answer from the first sentence to the third sentence in the underlined
part to get the right answer. We hope our model and algorithm can handle this kind of
reasoning partly. How to develop a machine learning method based on a training corpus
of documents, which can take full advantage of the inter-sentence relationship and rich
features? In this project, we present a new approach trying to tackle this passage extraction
problem.
The example above motivate us about how human being or a computer extract a pas-
sage from a random document by posing this problem as a sequence labeling problem.
Intuitively, a document can be regarded as a sequence of sentences that can be partitioned
into several segments where each segment is relatively coherent in content and every sen-
tence is dependent on its neighbors logically. As a human being, we have to infer the
correct answer from several consecutive sentences in a segment by reasoning and extract
the segment as the retrieved passage. The sentences in the document contain some in-
formation , which is called features in CRF, such as number of key words, length of the
sentence, similarity between it and the question and whether it is related to the question
type, etc. So, we need to read the document from the beginning to the end and extract
informative passages consisting of neighboring sentences. This procedure is a kind of se-




From the aspect of machine learning, we consider passage extraction as a sequence labeling
problem. In our model, each document is considered as a sequence of sentences and the
purpose of passage extraction is to label the sentences in the sequence with 1 and 0, where
a label of 1 indicates that the sentence is a extracted sentence for the passage while 0
denotes a non-extracted sentence. The label of one sentence is expected to be involved in
the labels of other neighboring sentences.
Conditional random fields (CRFs) [33] can helps us to achieve this objective. CRFs
is simply a conditional distribution p(Y |X) with an associated graphical structure. Be-
cause the model is conditional, dependencies between the input variables X do not need
to be explicitly represented, affording the use of rich, global features as the input. A CRF
framework is constructed by adding all possible features which may be complex and over-
lapping. Further, a set of features for the task of passage extraction is introduced to the
CRF model. As a discriminative model, this sentence based CRF model outputs the max-
imum likelihood of the extracted sentence sequence, conditioning on the whole sentence
sequence which is the document.
In this paper, we only focus on the linear-chain CRFs, which can capture the depen-
dency between contiguous sentences. Given a question Q, and a retrieved document X
that is relevant to Q. For the simplicity, we represent X as a sequence of sentences, that
is, X = (x1, x2, x3, . . . , xT ). For the given question Q, our goal is to find the corresponding
labeling sequence of D, Y = (y1, y2, y3, . . . , yT ). The linear-chain conditional random field
is a distribution p(Y |X) that takes the form.
p(Y |X) = 1
Z(x)
exp{ΣKk=1λkfk(yt, yt−1, X)},
where Z(x) = Σyexp{ΣKk=1λkfk(yt, yt−1, X)} is a normalization function; Λ = {λk} is
parameter vector; {fk(y, y′, X)}Kk=1is a set of binary feature functions over the entire ob-
servation sequence, which can describe any aspect of transition from yt1 to yt and the global
characteristics of X.
Parameter Estimation Given the training data D =
{




, where each X i =
(xi1, x
i
2, . . . , x
i
T ) isa sequence of the desired extractions for the document. Parameter esti-
mation of Λ is typically performed by maximum log likelihood, ml(Λ) =
∑N
i=1 log p (Y
i|X i).
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Perhaps the simplest approach to optimize ml(Λ) is steepest ascent, but this requires
too many iterations to be practical. Newtons method converges much faster because it
takes into account the curvature of the likelihood, but it requires computing the Hessian,
the matrix of all second derivatives. Particularly successful have been quasi-Newton meth-
ods such as BFGS , which compute an approximation to the Hessian from only the first
derivative of the objective function. As an alternative to limited-memory BFGS, conjugate
gradient is another optimization technique that also makes approximate use of second-
order information and has been used successfully with CRFs[65]. In our experiment, we
use steepest ascent method.
Inference During training, computing the gradient requires marginal distributions for
each edge p(yt, yt1|X) and computing the likelihood requires Z(X). We compute the most
likely (Viterbi) labeling Y ∗ = argY p(Y |X). In our linear-chain CRFs, both inference tasks
can be performed efficiently and exactly by variants of the standard dynamic program-
ming algorithms for HMMs. We define the forward variables αi(y|X)by setting αi(y|X)
equal to the probability of starting with state y and computer αi(y|X) by the recur-
sion αi+1 (y|X) =
∑
y′ αi (y|X) exp (Λi (y′, y,X)), where exp (Λi (y′, y,X)) = Σkλkfk(yt =
y′, yt1 = y,X). The backward variable βi (y|X) recursion is exactly the same. Finally,
we computer the globally most probable assignment Y ∗ = arg maxY p(Y |X) by using the
Viterbi recursion[65].
4.1.2 Features in CRF models
The main features in our linear-chain CRF models for passage extraction are listed below.
Query Based Features:
• Length of the sentence
• Number of (topic, focus, whole, Fe, Fc,Fi) keywords in the sentence
• Density of (topic, focus, whole, Fe, Fc,Fi) keywords in the sentence
, where Fe, Fc, and Fi are three transform function “equals”, “correspondence”, and “in-
ference” discussed in chapter 3.
The procedure to generate Fc is described as following:
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1. Given input question Q∗, we divide it into topic∗ and focus∗.
2. Collect a supporting set of (Q,A) pairs from QA community such that for every
Qi ∈ (Q,A) its focusi equals (or close similar) with focus∗.
3. Counting the terms in Ai − topici for all selected supporting QA pairs
4. Select the term t, such that (frequency(t, A− topic) - frequency(t, background cor-
pus)) larger than pre-defined threshold.
Coherent Features:
• Wether the sentence contain keywords in group i and its neighbor contains keyword
in group j (for example, whether current sentence have keyword in topic and its
neighbor contains keywords in group Fc).
Density of keywords in sentence is a classical way to evaluate if the sentence is relevant
to the question. It can be calculated by the ratio of frequency of keywords in the sentence
to the frequency of keywords in the collection. All the Query and Coherent based features
are used to capture the dependency between contiguous sentences for CRFs. For example,
if the density or the coherent of one sentence is great than given threshold, we consider
this sentence should be extracted for the passage without hesitation. Moreover, if the
neighour sentence contain one keyword, we would think this sentence can be included in
the passage as further context. In addition, the feature function fk(y, y
′, X) can not only
describe aspects of transition from yt−1 to yt but also capture the global characteristics of
X
4.2 Implementation
Viterbi Search for CRF
Dynamic programming Viterbi algorithm is introduced to solve CRF models. The running-
time is linear with the number of sentences and quadratic with number of features, Θ(#sentence×
#feature2). One observation of our practical problem is that even the feature’s value is
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unbounded in general, but its values usually small (0, 1, 2 or 3). That infers that we could
hold a kernel matrix for computed results, because there are only polynomial times n pos-
sible kernels for small value n. We could compute each feature combinations for once and
save computation time for the rest of them which just repeat the previous combination.
Further, we even could compute these kernel matrix off-line, which makes running-time
reduce to Θ(#sentence).
Data indexing and keyword-sentence-positions retrieval
Index is built based on the open source information retrieval software library, Apache
Lucene[20]. For this specific project, besides recording document numbers and keywords
frequency into posting lists, we also need to record detailed sentence number and positions
of each keyword appear in that documentation. Hence, Lucene’s index structure is modified
to store these extra information with hopefully minimum changes. To finish sentence
aware indexing, we also need to break the input text into sentences and gracefully handle
cases like ‘Mr.”. Then Stanford parser’s[32] sub-package is used to detect the end of
sentences. Further, additional boolean search is implemented to support modified posting
list (sentence aware, position stored) from stretch.
Passage Extraction
SAX model is used to parse TREC QA track document data sets AQUAINT and question
sets. Then, retrieval Yahoo! Answer’s QA set as described above as supporting QA pair.
Once keywords are extracted from question, other features needed could directly be fetched
from above index built above.
Dynamic programming Viterbi algorithm for linear CRFs model then labels sentences
as sequence data, those marked 1 is selected as passages.
4.3 Experiments
In this section, experiments are conducted to test this CRF based passage extraction
approach empirically. The data set is from TREC, which contains questions and judgment
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in TREC QA task in 2004. The training is performed on TREC QA task 2000 questions
and judgments that arbitrarily mark seven sentence long passages which center is answer
keyword in answer documents.
First, the following is samples from focus community generated works for Fc. Here, for
each focus part in a question, at most 500 QA pairs considered.
Topic : Tale of Genji
Focus : Who wrote it?
Fc (Who wrote it) : { wrote states writing long people version love author story time life
words written write read man find music books job called book word years part }
Topic : The Clash
Focus : What kind of music does the band play?
Fc (What kind of music does the band play) : {bands pop rock hear time band friends metal
work piano favorite country stuff start sound years hope song songs punk kind playing life
money listen hard find sounds music feel jazz play instrument school guitar }
We could see that the most generated words list is related to each focu part in question.
It seems highly possible these words would also appear in the target passage, which could
improve the overall effectiveness. However, there are still some words looks not quite ques-
tionable dependent. This situation should be improved if more strict thresholds are settled.
Next, experiments are done on recall rates of CRFs passage extraction algorithm:
Transform #ans sent #CRF passage covered total answer #doc
Community 1236 1033 1070
None 331 224 1070
In the above table “#ans sent” indicates the number of sentences containing answer in
retrieved documents. “#CRF passage covered” means the sentence number in “#ans
sent” that is covered in CRF extracted passages. And the “total answer #doc” is the total
number of documents that contain answers.
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Here, we notice that the CRFs passage retrieval method could both give good recall
rate about 1033
1236
= 0.84 and 224
331
= 0.68.
And, we further could discover that the community-based could significantly increase
the document retrieval recall rate and mild increase on passage extraction recalls rate with
reasonable size of expansion.
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Chapter 5
An Ontology-based QA System built
from Community QA
This chapter introduces an approach for answering open-domain natural language ques-
tions over a structured knowledge base by translating the natural language questions into
structured queries, such as database queries.
5.1 Problem Formulation
A simplified knowledge base can be expressed by a collection of triples (s, p, o), where each
s refers to the subject; p indicates the predicate; and o is the object. Each subject must
be a concept. The concept may indicates a real-world entity such as “Bob Dylan”, or
an abstract notion such as “Artist”. Each predicate is a special concept representing the
relationship between subject and object. And the object in a triple can be either a concept
or a literal value. Then a knowledge base can be considered as a directed graph with
labeled edges, where subjects and objects are nodes and predicates are edges. The figure
5.1 shows a example sub-graph describing “Bob Dylan” in a knowledge base. Additionally,
a path in the knowledge graph is a sequence of predicate-labeled directed edges. In above
example sub-graph, the path represents “the birth place of the artist that played the song”
is (musicalArtist, birthP lace). The inverse relation of p is denoted by p−1, and (s, p, o)
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is equivalent to (o, p−1, s). For instance, one of the predicate paths from “Bob Dylan” to
“Derek Boogaard” is (birthP lace, deathP lace−1).
Figure 5.1: A example knowledge subgraph describing “Bob Dylan”
In knowledge bases, a structured query is consisting of a set of triple patterns known
as a Basic Graph Pattern (BGP). Each triple pattern is similar to triples (s, p, o) except
that each subject, predicate and object can be a variable. For example, a very basic BGP
is finding o for given corresponding s and p, such as a given subject “Bill Clinton” and the
predicate “child” to find variable “?children” that will be “Chelsea Clinton”.
As input, we are given a natural language question, comprising a sequence of words
(w1, . . . , wn). In the question, an entity surface text is a subsequence of words (wi, . . . , wi+j)
that can possibly refer to one or more entities which are subjects or objects in the knowledge
base.
Our goal is to map the plain text question to a structured query. BGP of the structured
query corresponds to all logical constraints in question. And each triple pattern contains
proper mapping from an entity surface to an entity, and mapping from the question focus to
a predicate. After mapping all logical constraints in the question into BGP, the structured




In general, there are three challenges to answer natural language question with structured
knowledge base.
• The first is recognizing entities in an unstructured question and associating those
named entities with their corresponding entries in the knowledge base. The word
or phrase in the unstructured question often ambiguously implies various database
entries. For example, the word “Obama” can refer to both “Barack Obama (44th
President of the United States) ” and “Obama, Fukui (a city located in Fukui Pre-
fecture, Japan)”.
• The second is the mapping from each question’s semantic intention of entities to
database relations (the predicate in the triple) and then construct structured queries.
For instance, the question “who is the wife of Bill Clinton” might link to the “spouse”
relation to the entity “Bill Clinton” in the certain knowledge base.
• The third is identifying structured dependencies among database relations such as
nesting and Boolean algebra.
Prior art solutions exist that attempt to address the above mentioned challenges. Gen-
erally speaking these prior art solutions either (1) manually matching whole input ques-
tions to structure queries, or (2) linking keywords in questions to names of entries in the
database. The approach (1) requires a large number of hand-written mappings from ques-
tions to structured queries, which typically has a very low recall rate. Regarding (2), this
type of approach often has low precision because of its nature of approximate matching
between keywords and entities. Both types of approaches provide poor performance on
large open-domain knowledge bases. Furthermore, above approaches involve maintaining
substantive human-annotated mappings or domain-specific keywords, which makes them
very expensive to extend and improve from the implementation perspective.
These challenges are a practical obstacle to design and implementation of Question An-
swering (QA) systems with structured knowledge that are accurate enough for widespread
user adoption. There is a need for a computer system, computer program, and computer
implemented method that addresses the above mentioned obstacles. Accordingly, what is
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needed in the art is a new knowledge base QA system and a method that automatically
translate natural language questions into structured queries that lead to the correct an-
swers and require neither hand-written mapping patterns nor domain-specific approximate
matching tuning for scalability.
5.3 System Architecture
The following presents a simplified summary of the Ontology-base Question Answering
system in order to provide a basic understanding of some aspects of the innovation. This
summary is not an extensive overview of the innovation. It is not intended to identify
key/critical elements of the innovation or to delineate the scope of the innovation. Its sole
purpose is to present some concepts of the innovation in a simplified form as a prelude to
the more detailed description that is presented later.
In the view of forging situation, the present invention provides system and method
to answer open-domain natural language questions with structured knowledge base by
translating them to structured queries such as database queries.
In one aspect of the invention, a computer implemented Ontology-base QA method is
provided comprising the steps of:
1. recognizing one or more Named Entities (database entries) in a natural language
question;
2. retrieving pre-trained possible predicate (relationship) mappings using rest of ques-
tion exclude Named Entities;
3. constructing structured queries in accordance with question’s logical representation
including Boolean algebra on basic graph pattern (BGP) and nested queries;
4. sorting possible structured queries with a score combing the confidence of Named
Entities Recognition (NER), the confidence of BGP translation, and the confidence
of queries nesting;
5. building natural language answers with one or more queried outputs.
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Another aspect of the invention is to provide a training system and method that au-
tomatically learn the transformation rules, patterns, and statistics for translating natural
language question into structured queries. The present invention integrates the knowl-
edge base with training pairs of questions and answers, which discovers and links textual
patterns with semantic relationships.
Figure 5.2 depicts the workflow of unsupervised training of the mapping from natural
language questions to structured queries.
Figure 5.2: The Workflow of Unsupervised Training Process for mapping from natural
language questions to structured queries
Figure 5.3 is a question answering workflow diagram illustrating a representative work-
flow in accordance with one aspect of the invention.
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Figure 5.3: The Workflow of Ontology-based Question Answering
The present invention provides a computer network implemented system, a computer
network implemented method, and a computer network architecture that is able to find
concise answers for natural language questions with structured knowledge base, specifically
mapping unstructured natural language (such as English) questions to structured queries
and find its corresponding answer.
In one aspect of the invention, a computer implemented method is provided that learn
somatic linkage between the natural language questions patterns and the structured queries
they imply.
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5.4 Name Dictionary and Triple Indexing
Most public structured knowledge sources are provided in plain triples form, such as N-
Triples syntax [18] used by DBpedia. In the N-Triples syntax, concepts are expressed
as URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) references. And each literal is in form of a string
that optinally appended with a URI that indicates its data type. The figure 5.4 lists two
example triples in DBpedia knowledge base.
Subject : <http :// dbpedia . org / r e sou r c e /Canada>
Pred i ca te : <http :// dbpedia . org / onto logy / ca p i t a l>
Object : <http :// dbpedia . org / r e sou r c e /Ottawa>
Subject : <http :// dbpedia . org / r e s ou r c e /Canada>
Pred i ca te : <http :// dbpedia . org / onto logy / foundingDate>
Object : ‘ ‘1931−12−11 ’ ’ˆˆ< http ://www. w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema#date>
Figure 5.4: Example Triples in Knowledge Base
For both time and speed efficiencies, a natural technique [10] is replacing all URI ref-
erences and literals by numerical ids using a name dictionary. This approach enable faster
and simpler triple indexing and querying operations. More importantly, the name dictio-
nary delivers space economy. For instance, a path in knowledge graph can be straightfor-
wardly stored in a sequence of id numbers. Usually a name dictionary introduces additional
cost when translating queries in URIs and literals into its id. However, as the input of
this system is natural language questions instead of structured queries, the Named-entity
Recognition module (see Section 5.5) is able to map from surface texts to dictionary id
directly, which eliminate the extra cost of using name dictionary.
As introduced in section 5.1, knowledge base are required to respond to basic pattern
matching queries on triples as Basic Graph Patterns (BGP). Although most of the prior
Ontology-based QA systems built on top of existing triplestore or relational database
engines, this project optimizes triple searching procedure for QA tasks with a new triple
storage and implementation from strach.
To enable efficient matching all triples by given BGP, indexes are need to be built from
triples. There are six possible permutations of subject (S), predicate (P), and object (O),
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which are SPO, PSO, OPS, POS, SOP, OSP. Because the BGPs in this application always
contain two known elements and one unknown variable and query processor can adjust the
order of known elements, only three indexes SPO, OPS, SOP are necessary and used. For
example, the index SPO implements a mapping function: Ispo(s, p) = {o|(s, p, o) ∈ K},
where K is all triples in the knowledge base.
Hash table is chosen to be the underlying triple indexing data structure. Specifically,
open addressing main memory hash tables are used with two known ids as key and data
range as value. As shown in the figure 5.5, a supplementary array stores the value list
of each key mapped. Based on a observation and assumption that each BGP query is
Figure 5.5: An Illustration of SPO Triple Index
independent, it is difficult to cache the index to memory well if indices are stored on disk.
Because keys and values are all numeric ids, the main memory can more easily afford the
hash table index even with the extra space consumed by empty slots, which avoids using
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disk-friendly but slower looking up data structures like B+-trees.
5.5 Named-entity Recognition based on Anchor Texts
The function of Named-entity Recognition (NER) module is to spot interesting text seg-
ments and bridge them to their probable semantic meanings in form of knowledge base
entities. This NER module is frequently used by other modules such as identifying question
topic in question answering module.
To support this open-domain large scale QA system, the NER is generated based on
anchor text resources to meet needs of mapping miscellaneous textual expressions to knowl-
edge entities. In many public available knowledge base such as wikipedia, each knowledge
entity (topic) has its own public available URL. Therefore, webpages such as news, blogs,
and wikepedia itself often add hyperlinks that point to related wikipedia topics within
the passages. As the example shown in figure 5.6, a HTML web page might contain
a hyperlink <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tracy McGrady>T-Mac</a> that
link plain text “T-Mac” to the wikipedia page of “Tracy McGrady”. In Wikitext format,
Figure 5.6: An example of anchor text link structure.
an equivalent link is formed as [[Tracy McGrady|T-Mac]]. In the above example, the
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wikipedia topic page “Tracy McGrady” uniquely identify an entity in DBpedia knowledge
base. Therefore, those surface texts (e.g. “T-Mac”) in hyperlinks suggest textual labels or
textual short expressions for an knowledge entity.
These are several advantageous characteristics of using those anchor surfaces as textual
labels for entities. First, various surfaces can be extracted for same entity, which covers
almost all kinds of possible labeling descriptions for each entity. Second, given a surface,
the statistical distribution of pointed entities can act as the probability of each entity on
this surface and can help disambiguate the surface. Third, for each entity, the total number
of the reference links indicates the popularity of this entity.
A dictionary-based Named Entity Recognition (NER) is implemented with a prefix
tree of words. The NER dictionary entries are extracted from links of articles as described
above. Given input words sequence (w1, . . . , wn), the NER spots a set of surface texts
S = {tk = (wi, . . . , wj)|1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, 0 ≤ k ≤ n2} (5.1)
that match a entry in surface dictionary. Since different entities can be referenced from
same surface text, the NER produces a list of entities E(tk) = (e1, . . . , em) that possibly
associating with each surface text tk. Further, entities in the list are ranked based on the
total count of each entity being referenced which likely imply its popularity.
In addition, the NER module also detects date, time, string literals, and other numbers
such as monetary values. For example, numbers such as “3.1415 millions” will be extracted
and approximately transformed to form as 3.14 × 106. The normalized number is stored
and searched in the SOP index discussed in section 5.4, which enables approximate number
matching between free text and knowledge base.
5.6 Templates Training
After applying NER on the unstructured question text, another critical challenge of suc-
cessfully translation from natural language question to structured query is finding and
selecting the proper relationship (i.e. predicate in RDF triple) to construct BGP. To over-
come this challenge, this approach automatically learns this mapping rules, patterns, and
statistics from natural language to proper relationship paths from question-answer pairs
and knowledge bases.
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The procedure of template training can be briefly described as following steps:
1. Given a pair of natural language question and its answer, the template training
module applies NER to both question and answer. It collects spotted entity surfaces
Sq from question and Sa from answer as described in section 5.5.
2. For every pair of surface texts (tq, ta) where tq ∈ Sq and ta ∈ Sa.
(a) The original question is normalized and grouped with spotted text tq, which
called template surface.
(b) For every pair of entities (eq, ea) where eq ∈ E(tq) and ea ∈ E(ta).
i. The training program exams whether there exists any short path between
eq and ea in the graph of knowledge base.
ii. If one or more short paths between eq and ea are discovered, those predicate
paths and eq will be recorded and attached to the template surface.
(c) In addition, if more than one disjoint spotted texts in the question are found path
to same entity in the answer, a template with multiple slots will be recorded.
(d) However, if no short path is detected from all pairs of entity between E(tq) and
E(ta), a special “no path found” path will be added to the template surface.
3. Repeat above steps over a collection of question and answer pairs. After finishing
training all questions, for every template, a distribution over potential predicates
paths is observed.
To illustrate, if NER extracts an entity textual surface tq = (wi, . . . , wj) associating with
entities E(tq) for the question and entities E(ta) for the answer, then the training program
tries all queries with triple pattern (eq, P, ea) where eq ∈ E(tq) and ea ∈ E(ta). If predicate
P fits one of above queries, the training program records this P appearance associating with
a single slot template surface T = (w1, . . . , wi−1,M,wj+1, . . . , wn), where M is a slot marker
indicates the type of eq. In other words, path P is added to path set PS(T ) for T and it
counts a unit credit in counter CP,T . By going through a large collection of pairs of questions
and answers, the training program obtains a model containing predicate (relation) path
distributions on each question template surface. The probability of predicate path r given
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template T is the predicate path frequency:





For example, given template T1 =“who is the president of [ORGANIZATION]?”, the
trained model can return a list of possible predicates with different probabilities such
as p(leaderName|T1) = 0.5 and p(keyPerson|T1) = 0.1.
The unsupervised learning nature of above procedure and the noisy training data pos-
sibly introduce predicate paths that not semantically bridging a template to its answers.
For example, when training with question “who is the mayor of Chicago” and its answer
text “The current mayor of Chicago is Rahm Emanuel.”, the predicate paths between
“Chicago” and “Rahm Emanuel” are both leaderName and birthP lace−1. Even though
many city mayors were indeed born at the city too, the birthP lace−1 is not one of the
desired predicate paths of the training. To overcome this problem, a relatively large col-
lection of training questions and answers is necessary to provide statistical significance for
predicate path distributions for templates. Specifically, the training data also contains
questions about “who is mayor of Toronto” and “who is mayor of New York” that only
related to leaderName not birthP lace−1, which makes predicate leaderName statistically
dominates for templates “who is mayor of [CITY]?”.
In fact, the predicate paths observed during the training process have different credibil-
ities. Several techniques are used for the above challenge by giving proper weight of each
trained predicate path mapping. For instance, if c paths are detected between a pair of
entities (eq, ea), the weight of each path in template path distribution is equally divided by
c. The purpose of this operation is to deal with the semantically duplication in knowledge
bases. Given training question “Who is Bill Gates’ father?” and answer “William Gates”,
there exists two semantically equivalent predicate paths parent and child−1 from “Bill
Gates” to “William Gates”. This normalization operation makes sure duplicated predi-
cates won’t gain extra credits, as contrasted with ordinary predicates which only appear
once in one direction.
In addition, the likelihood of an entity for a surface text also affects the weights of
a detected predicate path. Ideally, the probability of correct predicate path detection is
proportional to the entity likelihood. However, in practice, the NER is not in a position to
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disambiguate the surface text and produces accurate probability of candidate entities itself,
which actually largely depends on its context. As a result, the weight of a predicate path
is proportion of entities popularities in logarithmic scale. Therefore the weight function











where Pe is the popularity of an entity defined by NER module. In this way, for all pairs
of entities PEp,T = {(eq, ea)} that discovered predicate p for template T , the counter Cp,T






The post-processing module employs multiple kinds of normalization and optimization on
the trained model results.
First of all, standard morphological normalization is applied on the template surfaces.
As a result, template surfaces with morphological variations of words are merged together.
Distributions associated with those template surfaces are also combined. For example,
all verbs will be normalized to simple present tense and in the plural form. Therefore,
”Who marries PERSON” and ”Who married PERSON” are normalized and merged to
Who marry PERSON.
Secondly, templates surfaces within near tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document fre-
quency) distance are merged together. The tf-idf is a well-tested statistical measure used
to evaluate how important a word is to a document in corpus. Computing tf-idf in the
collection of templates surfaces can provide empirical observations on each word’s weights
in for reflecting the topic of the template surface. The similarity between words sequences
is defined as the cosine similarity of their if-idf vectors. Further, the distance between
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word sequences is 1 minus the similarity value. Thus two templates are combined with
their distribution if they satisfy all following conditions: 1) they share the same template
slot marker (entity type); 2) their relation path (predicate) distribution overlaps in certain
degree; 3) the tf-idf distance between them is near (e.g. less than 0.3). In short, this step
merges the predicate distributions of those templates sharing major keywords and semantic
mappings, which improve and unified the ability of distributions prediction.
One obvious observation at QA training pairs is that training answers contain noisy
entities. Those noisy entities such as a country name can lead to unwanted predicate paths
like withinCountry. In order to alleviate the effect of above problem, a predicate path
which appears too often in templates should have lower weight than others. Similar with
the idea of inverse document frequency, all predicates are applied with a weight function:
itfp,C = log
|C|
1 + |{t ∈ C : p ∈ t}|
, (5.6)
where |C| is the total number of templates trained and |{t ∈ C : p ∈ t}| is the total
number of templates that contains predicate path p. Besides, the predicate path frequency
pfp,T for predicate path p in a template T is scaled by maximum predicate frequency in
T like “maximum tf normalization” summarized in [46]. The normalized predicate path
frequency is defined as




where pfmax(T ) = maxp′∈T pfp′,T and the parameter α ∈ (0, 1). This normalization will
augment the probabilities of a few high rank predicate paths that likely to be picked to
answer question. Two weighing function combined to make the score of a predicate path
p in a template T ∈ C to be:
P-Scorep,T,C = npfp,T × itfp,C (5.8)
In section 5.8, Equation 5.8 will be used to rank and choose answer.
5.8 Question Answering
Given the templates model trained in section 5.6, the basic questions can be answered by
matching templates. Similar with the training process, a input question is first scanned
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by NER to generate an entity surface tq = (wi, . . . , wj) and then form a template for the
input question (w1, . . . , wi−1,m,wj+1, . . . , wn) with slot marker m. If the normalized input
template is matched with at least one of trained templates, predicates is retrieved from the
trained predicate path distribution of the matched template. With the entites refereed by
NER and predicates mapped from trained templates, a group of BGPs then is generated.
Groups of the BGPs might contain one or more BGP conjunction and are used to construct
a comprehensive structured query. For instance, a predicate path (father, brother−1) and
a entity “Tom” can produce a basic query as shown in figure 5.7. Each BGP in the query
S e l e c t ?x where
{
<Tom> <f a ther> ?a .
?x <brother> ?a .
}
Figure 5.7: A Example Generated Basic Query
is submitted to the SPO or OPS index built in section 5.4 to retrieval matched entities. If
any result entity are found for input the query, it is added to the solution set as a candidate
answer entity. Moreover, when multiple entity surfaces detected in the input question, it
can either lead to one template with several slots or multiple candidate templates. If two
entities are recognized and their surface texts are disjointed, a template with multiple slots
are formed in similar way to single slot templates.
The present question answering method and system is able to find solutions for complex
questions containing nested grammar structures. The templates training process only
discovers short relation paths (e.g. less than 3 steps) for training efficiency. To answer
complex questions, multiple steps structured queries are typically needed. One important
observation is that nested template surfaces are equivalent to definition question template
surfaces. For example, a definition question template surface “who is the daughter of
PERSON” and another template surface “where did PERSON graduate from” can be
used together for answering questions like “where did the daughter of PERSON graduate
from”. Therefore, the question answering module applies Context-Free Grammar (CFG)
on template surfaces recursively to generate multiple steps structured queries and answer
complex questions.
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Assume the NER found a surface text tq = (wi2, . . . , wj2) in a question with word
sequence (w1, . . . , wi1, . . . , wi2, . . . , wj2, . . . , wj1, . . . , wn). If the basic query built from tem-
plate (wi1, . . . , wi2−1,m,wj2+1, . . . , wj1) and an entity eq ∈ E(tq) successfully matches any
answer entity ea, the original question will be rewritten and be transformed to new template
Tnew = (w1, . . . , wi1−1,m,wj1+1, . . . , wn). The same substitute procedure will be applied on
Tnew and ea to obtain an further intermediate answer. The above route repeats endlessly
until the original question is fully interpreted or the any intermediate query cannot be
resolved. If the whole question is successfully parsed with templates along with a series of
answer entities, this answer entity sequence will be added to the solution set as a multiple
step answer.
Various kinds of answer entities are matched from different structured queries. For
the purpose of ranking the entities corresponding to the question, scores are computed
to measure the similarity between queries to the question. To this end, those structured
queries are scored based on the popularity of nesting templates, the popularity of source
entities, and the probability of predicate path corresponding to the template discussed in
score 5.8.
The popularity of each template T ∈ C is measured by template frequency Tfp,T , which




(pfp,T × itfp,C) (5.9)
Further, for a multiple step answer which uses multiple templates, the credibility of a series
of steps is decided by the least credible step following the Liebig’s Law. Both P-Score and
Tf reflect one step’s credibility. Therefore, the overall score of a sequence of templates and
predicates path pair TP = ((p1, T1), . . . , (pn, Tn)) is:
TP-ScoreTP,C = min
(p,T )∈PT
(Tfp,T × P-Scorep,T,C) (5.10)
At this point, we may view the Tf as the total credibility of a template and the P-Score is
the proportion of credit occupied by the predicate path.
In addition, the source entity frequency and number of returned answer entities also








where Peq is the popularity of the entity e defined by NER module. On account of the
global observations on predicate path and template, source entity frequency play greater
role on the credibility of a solution in contrast to the training process with a logarithmic
scaled Pe. When a predicate path leads to a solution with many answer entities, this
implies the possibility that this predicate path might also be counted redundant times
during training. Besides, too many answer entities meet the preferences of QA systems on





where Na is the total number of answer entities in a solution.
Thus, the final score for each solution is combined with function:
S-ScoreTP,C,eq ,t,Na = Efeq ,t × TP-ScoreTP,C × wNa (5.13)
Thus, solutions are ranked based on above score function and the highest scored solution
is returned.
Since this ontology-based QA system is a sub-system of a larger QA system which
explores various data sources, it is vital to respond “I don’t know.” for unsure question.
Hence, two thresholds are used to decide whether choosing current best answer. The count
Tfp,T has to be larger than threshold θTf . This criteria guarantee the statistical significant
of this template mapping. Also, the S-Score should be larger than the θS to ensure that
current solution is not recklessly chosen because of missing data in the knowledge base.
When necessary, the question answering module can employ an optional corpus-based
answer validation and refines the module. When potential answers are found in the above
modules, each answer and question keywords are examined by co-occurrence in the corpus.
If the answer and keywords appear in the same passage frequently, then this answer phrase
is validated.
As mentioned in weight function 5.3 during training, if c predicate paths are discovered a
pair of training entities, each predicate path only gain
1
c
its original credit in corresponding
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counter. Though this weighing avoid duplicate predicate paths over counted, each duplicate
predicate path alone has less count to compete with other predicate paths. To deal with
this problem, when different queries from the same source entity reached the same answer
entities, these solutions are merged to a new solution, and sum of their S-Scores is assigned
to this new solution.
Instead of outputting the answer phrase directly, answer sentences are composed based
on the answer phrase and its corresponding structured query. The present system provides a
hand-written answer sentence template for the popular relation path. It is also able to make
answer sentence by learning the relationship description from a corpus by summarizing
textual description on known entities’ surfaces.
5.9 Experiments
In this chapter, a natural language QA system is designed and implemented for querying
ontology knowledge sources, which trained question analysis from community QA archive.
Experiments are carried out to study the impact of community data on the performance
of question answering. This section introduces the experimental environments, parameters
tuning results, and performance evaluation of Question Answering.
5.9.1 Experiment Setup
The materials used to train the template mappings consists of 10 million question and
answer pairs crawled from Yahoo! Answers and WikiAnswers websites. For questions with
multiple available answers, only the best answer selected by community is used in for the
training.
The knowledge base is built on RDF triples in DBpedia 3.71 (September 2011), which
were extracted from Wikipedia articles infobox templates [1]. In the data set of DBpedia
3.7 release (September 2011), there are 3.64 million entities under 740,000 Wikipedia cat-
egories. The English portion of DBpedia consisting of 385 million RDF triples is indexed
in this project as knowledge source.
1http://blog.dbpedia.org/2011/09/11/dbpedia-37-released-including-15-localized-editions/
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A dictionary-based NER is constructed based on internal link surfaces in Wikipedia
articles. In addition, the labels, redirects, and disambiguating triples ships with DBpdia
data set is added to NER as well. Above data results in a NER dictionary with 3,580,963
surface entries.
TREC-9 (2000) QA track questions set [68, 67] is used to evaluate the end-to-end QA
performance. For this test sets, to measure its ability to correctly classify true negative,
questions that did not have known answers in the reference knowledge base are kept intact.
TREC-9 test set includes 693 questions extracted from the logs of Microsoft’s Encarta
system and Excite search engine.
Because the knowledge source of this QA system is provided by DBpedia instead of
TREC corpus, many answers for TREC questions is not available in this common sense
knowledge base. Besides, this ontology-based QA system is designed to work with other
QA systems together. As a result, the system is required to respond No Answer (NA)




#answered question (not No Answer)
(5.14)
And, to estimate the system’s overall answering coverage, the percentage of correct answers










percent of questions in the testing set that a human searcher is able to answer by browsing
DBpedia knowledge only. Moreover, the %correcthuman for TREC-9 test set with DBpedia
as knowledge base is measured as 377
693
≈ 54.4%.
Therefore, %correctrel is used to measure the recall of answer retrieval from this limited
knowledge source, which is the percentage of correctly answered questions over questions










As discussed in section 5.8, there are three thresholds to determine whether returning
current best answer or replying no answer. In general, those thresholds balance the two
evaluation metrics precision@1 and %correctrel. Intuitively, when those thresholds become
more conservative, the QA system will achieve higher precision but possibly answer less
number of questions, and vice versa. To meet different system requirements, two thresholds
can be respectively tuned to optimize certain objectives function such as F1-Score.
To explain these thresholds in more detail meaning, the S-score is the objective function
to rank answers, which measures the overall probability of the current answer to the input
question. In another words, S-score reflects how close is current structured query mapping
to the original question, and the θS control the maximum distance allowed between the
question and structured query. On the other hand, the thresholds θTf ensures the trustwor-
thiness of S-Score. Table 5.1 and 5.2 summarizes the those effects in terms precision@1
and %correctrel.













Compare Table 5.1 and 5.2, we can find that the system performance is clearly more
sensitive on θS threshold. Further, it shows relatively small number of Tf is able to provide
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good confidence on template correctness, which is to prove it not trained from noise data
pairs.
As shown, this Ontology-based QA system has relatively high precision@1 that can
arrives more than 90% with tuned parameters. This characters would let it plays safely
with other QA systems using different knowledge source. Moreover, the %correcthuman is
considered as the upper bound of %correct and is measured as 54.4%. In this way, the
system can retrieve majority of available answers and avoid false positive answers at the
same time.
In term of speed, this system achieves high throughput of average 1213 questions per
second, which make it scalable to face the challenge of real-world industry usage. This
implementation of QA system is significantly faster than other DBpedia-based natural
language query system by a few orders of magnitude. For example, the PowerAqua [45]





This thesis demonstrated practical usage of community question answering archive data
for automatic question answering task. In this project, the definition, objective, and char-
acteristics of question answering from difficult sources are revised, further analyzed three
classes of transformations by the concept that dividing question into topic and focus part.
This thesis introduced query extension methods by collecting keywords for similar ques-
tion focus. Moreover, this extended queries are used as a feature for passage extraction
task for question answering, which improves its recall rates.
A end-to-end question answering system is developed, which comprising: receiving a
natural language question; recognizing one or more entity surfaces in the natural language
question, and generating one or more corresponding template surface queries; constructing
one or more structured queries based on trained models for queried templates and entities;
finding and selecting one or more answer phrases using constructed structured queries on
a knowledge base; and composing output for user based on one or more answer phrases.
During constructing one or more structured queries from trained models and entities
comprises: creating a basic graph pattern (BGP) with trained predicate paths and entities;
performing boolean algebra on multiple BGPs to better describe the question intent; and
applying context-free grammar (CFG) on template surfaces to build nesting queries.
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When selecting one or more answer phrases using constructed structured queries com-
prises: employing a ranking scheme considering following factors: popularity of the tem-
plates surface; popularity of entities; probability of predicate path corresponding to the
template; and the depth of the nesting structured queries.
Further, a automatically learning mappings from a natural language question to a
structured query, comprising: a named entity recognizer for detecting the entity surface in
input text to link a text phrase to a knowledge concept; a training processor for searching
and organizing mapping from a template surface to one or more predicate paths; a training
post-processor for normalizing and optimizing trained mapping distributions for one or
more templates.
The named entity recognizer is adapted to: extract entity surfaces from one or more
webpage links to each knowledge concept; build a prefix-tree based dictionary on extracted
entity surfaces to link knowledge concepts; and search inputted text with a surface dictio-
nary to identity one or more potential knowledge concepts.
Post-processor for normalizing and optimizing is adapted to: perform morphological
normalization on template surfaces; merge the predicate distributions of those templates
sharing major semantic mappings and near in tf-idf distance.
6.2 Future Work
This project defines three class of Question-Query transform function. But, since equal
and inference transformation functions have been widely researched and applied, this work
only focus on correspondence transformation. In future, other two class of transformation
should also included to further overcome the information gap between the question and
answers.
The CRFs passage extraction model is an open models that can balance overlap fea-
tures. This is a trivial improvement for the effectiveness of overall QA system that adding
more features. However, obviously, large features could also slow the system performance.
Lastly, the post-process module employed multiple kinds of matrix analysis, transfor-
mation and decomposition on the trained model. Considering each template surface is a
row and each relation path of the template is a column, the trained model can be regarded
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as a matrix. Therefore, matrix analysis techniques can be applied to reduce noises and/or
detect corelativeness in relationship path distributions.
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